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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Single-walled  carbon  nanotubes  (SWCNTs)  and  few-walled  carbon  nanotubes  (FWCNTs)  have  been  selec-
tively synthesized  by  plasma  enhanced  chemical  vapor  deposition  at a relative  low  temperature  (550 ◦C)
by  tuning  the  thickness  of iron  catalyst.  The  parametric  study  and  the  optimization  of  the  nanotube
growth  were  undertaken  by  varying  inductive  power,  temperature,  catalyst  thickness,  and  plasma  to
substrate  distance.  When  an  iron  film  of  3–5  nm  represented  the  catalyst  thickness  for  growing  FWCNT
arrays,  SWCNTs  were  synthesized  by  decreasing  the  catalyst  thickness  to  1  nm.  The  nanotubes  were  char-
acterized  by  field  emission  scanning  electron  microscopy,  transmission  electron  microscopy,  and  Raman
spectroscopy.  Electron  field  emission  properties  of  the  nanotubes  indicate  that the  SWCNTs  exhibit  lower
turn-on  field  compared  to the  FWCNTs,  implying  better  field  emission  performance.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have drawn considerable attention
for researchers due to their outstanding electrical, mechanical and
optical properties [1–4] which lead to numerous applications of
nanotubes as nanodevice components. Currently, various meth-
ods have been implemented to enable carbon nanotube synthesis
such as arc discharge [5,6], laser ablation [7],  and catalytic chemical
vapor deposition [8].  The chemical vapor deposition (CVD) provides
a reliable approach to grow nanotubes on different substrates and
is suitable for scaled growth of high purity multi-walled and single-
walled carbon nanotubes. In addition, CVD operates at substantially
lower temperature than that in laser ablation and arc discharge
processes [9].

In  terms of applications of carbon nanotubes in semiconductor
technology, vertically aligned CNTs exhibit potential applicabil-
ity in electronics such as sensors [10,11], field emission devices
[12], transistors, and logic circuits [13–15].  Therefore, in order to
promote the development of nanotube devices integrated in sil-
icon technology, it is essential to explore the synthesis and the
assembly of vertical CNT arrays at low temperatures, on silicon
substrates. Compared to the commonly used thermal chemical
vapor deposition [16,17],  plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposi-
tion (PECVD) presents significant advantages in terms of favouring
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vertically aligned growth of carbon nanotubes at low tempera-
tures due to efficiency of precursor decomposition in the plasma
sheath. Moreover, this procedure is compatible with the integrated
circuits manufacturing process [18–20].  Despite successful devel-
opment of PECVD using various plasma sources such as inductive
coupled radio frequency, microwave, and direct current, there are
still some issues to be addressed. Preventing the catalyst nanoparti-
cles from agglomeration, maintaining the catalytic activity during
the growth process, and abatement of ion damage to both cata-
lyst nanoparticles and growing CNTs, are main requirements for
PECVD methods [21–23].  One strategy in overcoming these prob-
lems is to generate plasma away from the substrate. This procedure
reduces the plasma ion bombardment on the substrate and grow-
ing tubes [24]. However, detailed understanding of parametric
effect on substrates exposed to the discharge is far from being
achieved. Moreover, the reduction of synthesis temperature down
to 500 ◦C is still a challenging task. Taking these into account and
the fact that the inductive coupled plasma (IPC) sources can gen-
erate homogenous and stable plasma for uniform deposition, we
proposed generating plasma away from the substrate for deposit-
ing vertically aligned carbon nanotubes (VA-CNTs). Recent studies
have shown that CNTs have good electron field emission perfor-
mances [25–27].  Many groups focused on vertically well-aligned
multi-walled CNTs because of the difficulty to obtain well-aligned
SWCNTs arrays. Moreover, previous comparisons of field emission
for FWCNTs and SWCNTs are rare, most of which investigated field
emission of MWCNTs and SWCNTs obtained by different synthesis
procedures [28,29].
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of PECVD deposition system – RF plasma source (a);
matching box, and generators (b); substrate heating element with vertical move-
ment (c); mass flow controller for gas inlets (d); connection to vacuum pump (e);
connection to vacuum gauge (f); magnetron (g).

In this paper we have systematically investigated the effects
of the growth parameters on CNT synthesis. By controlling the
plasma conditions during the growth process, vertically aligned
SWCNTs and FWCNTs have been selectively synthesized by tun-
ing the thickness of catalyst at low substrate temperatures. Field
emission properties of the SWCNTs and FWCNTs indicate that both
types of the nanotubes are potential candidates for field emission
applications, and the SWCNTs promise better field emission per-
formance.

2. Experimental

The VA-CNTs were synthesized using the PECVD system
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. The plasma discharge source
was controlled in inductively coupled mode and consisted of a
copper coil wound around the outside of one inch quartz tube
coupled with the feed-gas entrance (a). The inductive coil, pow-
ered by a 13.56 MHz  RF generator (max 300 W),  was  connected
to a matching network (b). The position of substrates along the
axis of the quartz tube was set by a moving substrate holder. The
substrates (up to 2 in. in diameter), attached to a resistive heating
element, were placed at different distances from the plasma source
by a vertical movement device (c). A thermocouple, implanted
into the substrate holder, was used to calibrate and monitor the
growth temperature. The assembly acted like a remote plasma reac-
tor as no direct contact is between the plasma and the substrate.
The system design allowed a minimum substrate to plasma dis-
tance of 8 cm.  Mass flow controllers (d) were utilized to control
the gas feeding directly into the plasma source. The deposition
pressure was obtained by a vacuum pump (e), measured with a
vacuum transducer (f), and controlled by either an electronic or
a manual valve. For catalyst and/or under-layer material deposi-
tion the system was equipped with magnetron sputtering guns
(g).

In this study, oriented n-type (1 0 0) silicon (Si) wafers were used
as a substrate, without removing the native oxide layer. The reactor
was continuously flushed with argon during loading and unload-
ing of samples. The growth process could be divided into two main
steps: the physical vapor deposition (PVD) of the catalyst followed
by the PECVD growth of CNTs, without breaking the vacuum. In
the first step, using magnetron sputtering, a 30 nm-aluminum (Al)
under-layer was deposited on the Si substrate followed by sput-
tering iron (Fe) catalyst film. The thickness was  monitored by a

Fig. 2. SEM images of the CNTs obtained at 450 ◦C (low magnification) (a); 450 ◦C
(high magnification) (b); 550 ◦C (low magnification) (c); 550 ◦C (high magnification)
(d); 700 ◦C (low magnification) (e); 700 ◦C (high magnification) (f); illustration of the
average tube length with temperature (g).

quartz crystal microbalance and the catalyst film was in the range
of 0.5–7 nm.  The aluminum film was used to effectively prevent
the Fe catalyst particles from aggregation. For the second step, the
pressure was  increased to about 0.1 Torr and the substrate stage
was  heated up to the desirable temperature, allowing 10 minutes
for temperature equilibration. Then the hydrogen–methane gas
mixture (H2:CH4 = 1:11, total flow rate = 60 sccm) was admitted
and the reactor pressure was set to 2 Torr. The inductive power
to the coil was turned on, and plasma was ignited. After 15 min
of growth time, the reactor was  allowed to cool down under
vacuum before exposure to air. For the optimization of growth
conditions, one of the following parameters was varied while keep-
ing the other parameters fixed. The optimum conditions were:
550 ◦C of the growth temperature, 200 W of the inductive power,
and 10 cm of the substrate to plasma distance. The samples were
characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM – Hitachi S-
4800), Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw Raman spectrometer with
laser excitation wavelength of 785 nm), and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM – JEOL 2010F). The TEM samples were prepared
by sonicating a small piece of as-grown nanotubes in ethanol for
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Fig. 3. SEM images of the CNTs obtained at 50 W plasma power (a) and 300 W (b); plasma to substrate distance of minimum 8 cm (c) and 16 cm (d). Plots of average nanotube
length  vs. plasma power (e) and substrate to plasma distance (f).

10 min  and drying few drops of suspension on a Cu micro-grid.
Field emission performance of the samples was studied in a vac-
uum system with a base pressure of 10−6 Torr. The field emission
curves were obtained using a digital multimeter (Agilent 34410A).
The measurements were carried out in a planar diode configu-
ration with 34.2 mm2 active area and with the anode to sample
spacing of 200 �m.  A glass plate, covered by a layer of indium-
tin-oxide (ITO) thin film, was used as anode to collect the emitted
electrons.

3. Results and discussion

The parametric study for this work evolved from efforts to obtain
vertically oriented nanotubes with a narrow diameter distribution
at relatively low temperatures. It involved perturbation of sub-
strate temperature, plasma power, substrate distance, and catalyst
thickness while keeping other parameters fixed as described in the
experimental.

3.1. Influence of substrate temperature

In this study, nanotubes were grown at deposition temper-
atures in the range of 400–700 ◦C while all other parameters
were kept constant. The plasma-heating effect could be ignored
in these experiments, as the plasma was operated at moderate

gas pressures [22] and large plasma to substrate distances. This
aspect was verified by a thermocouple located directly under the
sample holder. At 400 ◦C no deposit was found on the substrate.
Fig. 2 shows SEM images for the nanotubes grown at 450 ◦C, 550 ◦C,
and 700 ◦C respectively, for 15 min. The CNTs produced at 450 ◦C
were vertically aligned, uniform in size, with a length of 3 �m
(Fig. 2a and b). Compared with the results obtained at 550 ◦C
(Fig. 2c and d), the tubes were much shorter, less dense, and
larger in diameter. Considering the facts that no deposit occurred
at 400 ◦C and plasma power was  unchanged for these experi-
ments, it suggests that hydrocarbon gas decomposed insufficiently
on the substrate at temperature below 450 ◦C and the catalyst
particle activity was  too low to trigger the growth of CNT array
[30].

The nanotubes grown at 550 ◦C were well-aligned and more
uniform in diameter and height. The average tube length
(Fig. 2g) presented a maximum of 36 �m at this temper-
ature. When the deposition temperature was  increased to
700 ◦C, the process of catalyst etching and agglomeration
was  accelerated. As a result, shorter CNTs were grown with
twist morphology, more disorders, and poorer uniformity in
size (Fig. 2e and f).

This systematic study demonstrated that quality VA-CNTs can be
synthesized at relatively low temperatures. Even though the tem-
perature as low as 450 ◦C was able to guarantee the achievement
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Fig. 4. SEM images of the carbon nanotubes grown using Fe catalyst with the thickness of 7 nm (a and b); 3 nm (c and d); 1 nm (e). A plot of CNT average thickness vs. catalyst
thickness (f).

of CNT arrays, 550 ◦C was chosen as the optimum temperature in
order to obtain well-aligned CNT arrays.

3.2. Influence of plasma power and substrate to plasma distance

Fig. 3 shows SEM images and schematic growth rate of the
nanotubes under different plasma powers. It can be seen that the
nanotube growth rate increases with increasing plasma power
(Fig. 3a and b). This can be attributed to the fact that the increase
of plasma power accelerated the decomposition of methane and,
consequently, generated a larger amount of atomic hydrogen. In
addition, the dehydrogenation of the adsorbed hydrocarbons and
the carbon diffusion on the catalyst particles intensified and influ-
enced the growth morphology [31–33].  At a low plasma power,
less carbon species reacted with the catalyst particles to form nan-
otubes, reducing the growth rate, density, and alignment of CNTs
(Fig. 3a).

The change of the distance between substrate and plasma had
similar results (Fig. 3c and d). As shown in Fig. 3c, a short substrate
to plasma distance of 8 cm produced long nanotubes. This growth
was favoured by a high amount of atomic hydrogen and reactive
carbon radicals in the proximity of catalyst surface. The atomic
hydrogen made the catalyst particles active. By increasing the sub-
strate to plasma distance to 16 cm,  the carbon radicals formed in the
plasma sheath recombined before reaching the catalyst particles,
yielding insufficient growth, low density, and poor alignment of the

nanotubes (Fig. 3d). Fig. 3e and f presents the average nanotube
length as function of plasma power and substrate to plasma dis-
tance. The CNT length increased by intensifying the plasma power
and by decreasing the substrate distance to plasma.

3.3. Influence of catalyst thickness

Size of catalyst particles has been shown to have a key role
in controlling the tube diameter, length, and density in thermal
CVD [34,35]. In order to examine the effect of catalyst film thick-
ness on the morphology of CNT arrays, different initial thicknesses
of Fe films, between 0.5 nm and 7 nm,  were implemented in the
nanotube growth. To diminish the ion bombardment effect over
the substrate, the plasma power was set as 200 W and the sub-
strate to plasma distance was located at 10 cm.  SEM micrographs
of nanotubes grown on 7 nm-thick Fe film reveal that the tubes are
tangled and not densely packed (Fig. 4a and b). The wide diameter
distribution can be attributed to the uneven fragmentation of the
catalyst layer during the heating process [36].

By decreasing the catalyst film thickness to 3 nm and 5 nm,  the
tubes became longer, aligned, uniform in height and diameter, as
shown in Fig. 4c and d. When the catalyst film thickness was  down
to 1 nm,  thinner nanotubes were obtained with alignment and
uniform size (Fig. 4e). However, the nanotubes were so thin and
sensitive to the electron beam of SEM that they were not able to be
clearly imaged at high magnification. Fig. 4f shows the influence of
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Fig. 5. Characterization of samples obtained for 3 nm catalyst thickness: low magni-
fication TEM image of the FWCNT bundles (a); magnified TEM image of the FWCNTs
(b); Raman spectrum of the FWCNTs (c).

catalyst thickness on the length of the CNTs. Average CNT length
increased by decreasing the catalyst thickness and reached a peak
value (48 �m)  when the thickness of Fe film was about 1 nm.  For
the catalyst film with the thickness of about 0.5 nm,  no arrays were
observed. The tubes were distorted and non-uniform in diameter.
The suppression of CNT growth can be attributed to the reduced
solubility of carbon in iron nanoparticles when the particle size
is decreased [37]. It is also worth mentioning that no nanotube
growth was observed in the absence of the catalyst film.

3.4. Structure characterization of FWCNTs and SWCNTs

A comprehensive investigation of the obtained nanotubes by
TEM indicated that selective growth of FWCNTs and SWCNTs with
uniform diameter could be realized by tuning the catalyst thick-
ness based on optimized parameters. FWCNTs with outer diameter
of 4–8 nm and inner diameter of about 2–5 nm could be obtained
by using 3–5 nm thick iron catalyst layer, revealing relatively well
defined graphitic shells parallel to the tube axis (Fig. 5a and b). The
number of walls observed is in general between 3 and 6 walls.

Fig. 5c shows Raman spectrum of the FWCNTs, in which radial
breath modes (RBMs) are absent and intensity of the D band rel-
ative to G band (ID/IG) is around 0.48. The disordered structure
reflecting from the D band may  originate from the defects and
distortion of the graphene walls and from amorphous carbon on
the nanotube surface. Fig. 6 presents TEM images and Raman spec-
trum of the nanotubes with 1 nm thick Fe catalyst. The presence
of CNT bundles is clearly visible while the tubes present a narrow
diameter distribution in the range of 1–2 nm.  The tubes have even

Fig. 6. Characterization of the samples obtained for 1 nm catalyst thickness: TEM
image of the nanotube bundles (a); Raman spectrum (b); RBM region (c); RBM from
a  single bundle of the CNTs (d).

diameters and appear clean and uncoated with amorphous carbon.
The Raman spectrum with a clearly visible RBM region (Fig. 6b)
presents features related to a SWCNT spectrum. The RBMs (Fig. 6c)
reveal that the majority of peak positions are between 136 and
233 cm−1. These correspond to tube diameters of 1.85 and 1.05 nm
[38], which are consistent with the TEM observations. The spec-
trum in Fig. 6d is acquired from a single bundle of nanotubes and
shows an individual RBM peak at 233 cm−1. This indicates a bundle
of metallic-type SWCNTs. A lower ID/IG intensity ratio of 0.24 indi-
cates a lower defect concentration within the SWCNTs compared
to the FWCNTs. The results indicate that SWCNTs and FWCNTs can
be selectively synthesized by tuning the catalyst thickness.

3.5. Field emission performance of FWCNTs and SWCNTs

The field emission properties of CNTs were measured using the
substrate coated with as grown nanotubes as cathode. For this study
FWCNTs obtained for 3 nm catalyst thickness and SWCNTs obtained
for 1 nm catalyst thickness have been used. The correlation of cur-
rent density versus electric field of the FWCNTs and SWCNTs is
shown in Fig. 7 along with liner Fowler-Nordheim plots, indicating
field emission behavior of both types of the nanotubes. The turn-
on field, defined as the field under which a 10 �A cm−2 current
density is extracted [25], was determined to be 0.417 V �m−1 and
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Fig. 7. Curves of current density vs. electric field and Fowler–Nordheim plots for the SWCNTs (curve (1)) and for FWCNTs (curve (2)).

1.237 V �m−1 for SWCNTs and FWCNTs, respectively. The current
density of 1 mA/cm2, required for most conventional flat panel dis-
plays, was determined to be achieved at field levels of 2.458 V �m−1

for FWCNTs and even at lower field levels of 0.938 V �m−1 for
SWCNTs. These findings imply that the obtained SWCNTs exhibit
superior emission properties than the FWCNTs, and are in concor-
dance with previous reports [28,29].

Fig. 7b shows Fowler–Nordheim plots of the nanotubes.
Fowler–Nordheim (F–N) equation is used as a mathematic inter-
pretation of field emission for carbon nanotube arrays:

ln
(

J

E2

)
= ln

(
Aˇ2

�

)
− B�3/2

ˇE
(1)

where J is the field emission current density in A cm−2, E is
the applied electric field in V cm−1, and � is the work func-
tion of emitters in eV. The constants A = 1.54 × 10−6 A eV V−2 and
B = 6.83 × 109 eV−3/2 V m−1 are derived from quantum statistics.
The applied electrical field E is proportional to the local electri-
cal field (Eloc) and related to the applied voltage (V) by setting
Eloc = ˇE = ˇV/d, where d is the distance between anode and cath-
ode and  ̌ is the enhancement factor. The field enhancement factor
is related with the slope (SFN) of F–N plots,  ̌ = −B�3/2/SFN, and
depends on the geometry and surface properties of CNT emitters
[39]. As seen from the above TEM and Raman characterizations,
defects and larger diameter of the FWCNTs have an impact on
the geometry and radius curvature of field emitter tips. Moreover,
SWCNTs have a lower defect concentration and are grown in bun-
dles of smaller diameter tubes providing additional emission sites.
The linear F–N plots indicate a smaller slope for SWCNTs caused by
a larger field emission  ̌ factor than that for FWCNTs. The slope of
F–N equation is also proportional to the work function of emitters
�, which might be another reason for the differences in emission
properties between FWCNTs and SWCNTs. Unfortunately, precise
values of the work functions for different types of CNTs are not yet
known. Further research work is necessary to quantify the differ-
ence between the FWCNTs and SWCNTs.

4. Conclusions

Vertically aligned carbon nanotubes have been synthesized
at relatively low temperature using an inductive coupled PECVD
system. A parametric study of the nanotube growth has been car-
ried out to investigate the effect of the involved factors on the
nanotube growth, such as substrate temperature, plasma power,
substrate to plasma distance, and catalyst thickness. VA-CNTs have
been successfully synthesized at temperatures as low as 450 ◦C.
FWCNTs and SWCNTs can be selectively obtained by tuning the

catalyst thickness from 3–5 nm to 1 nm.  The electron field emis-
sion measurement and calculation of the nanotubes indicates that
the SWCNTs exhibit better field emission characteristics than the
FWCNTs and their performances recommend both nanomaterials
for field emission applications.
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